HHC Dean Andrea Ciccarelli extends a special invitation to you to attend the next event in the HHC Many Worlds, One Globe initiative.

The School of Global & International Studies and the Hutton Honors College present

What Does it Mean To Be a Hero Today?
Book Talk by Tod Lindberg, policy expert on international efforts to prevent and halt mass atrocities and genocide and author of The Heroic Heart: Greatness Ancient and Modern

Monday, April 25, 2016
3 p.m.
HHC Great Room
Free and open to the public

Description courtesy of Encounter Books:

What does it mean to be a hero? In The Heroic Heart, Tod Lindberg traces the quality of heroic greatness from its most distant origin in human prehistory to the present day. The designation of “hero” once conjured mainly the prowess of conquerors and kings slaying their enemies on the battlefield….The spirit of modern heroism is generosity, what Lindberg calls “the caring will,” a primal human trait that has flourished alongside the spread of freedom and equality.

Tod Lindberg is a policy expert on international efforts to prevent and halt mass atrocities and genocide, and he serves as co-chair of the American Bar Association's Atrocity Prevention and Response Advisory Group. In 2007-8, he served as head of the expert group on international norms and institutions of the Genocide Prevention Task Force, a joint project of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, the American Academy of Diplomacy, and the U.S. Institute of Peace. In 2005, he was the coordinator for the group Preventing and Responding to Genocide and Major Human Rights Abuses for the United States Institute of Peace's Task Force on the United Nations. He is a member of the Council on Foreign Relations. He teaches ethics in international relations at Georgetown University in the School of Foreign Service and is a contributing editor at the Weekly Standard and a research fellow at Stanford University's Hoover Institution.
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